
BITCHES   
 
MINOR Puppy -  a good class with plenty of quality puppies 
1 FELINOAK EL KOKO LOKO , 8 months old openly marked tri who won the class well  with 
her free  ground covering gait, , good proportions and construction. She has a feminine head 
which needs time to finish, a soft expression and excellent neck and shoulder. Well ribbed 
back. 
2 GLADSTYLE TAKING LIBERTIES, 6 months tri who looks a little long for balance at the 
moment and hope that she will grow on to remedy this but on the move she looked very 
good and carries a strong .topline. She has exemplary shoulder and upper arm assembly 
giving excellent reach .In excellent condition . Her nose pigmentation not quite finished but 
she is full of quality. 
 3 KINGSWIN LOOKS LIKE TROUBLE 
 
PUPPY 
1 MOLESEND DORMOUSE 9 months old lemon/ white of beautiful type, balance and 
movement: she is  absolutely accurate at both ends and rock steady in topline. Well-
constructed with lovely bone and feet. Her head is not yet finished but she is a beautiful 
puppy and in the challenge scored slightly over the minor puppy in rear action to take Best 
bitch puppy and a unanimous choice for Best Puppy in Show 
2 GLADSTYLE TOO CLOSE TO CALL, 9 months very similar in type to the winner but not 
as forward in ribs and body. Good stride and . topline. Promising all through. 
3 DUGHALLMOOR KISS THE BRIDE 
 
JUNIOR - a very good class with two top class bitches at the top 
1 ANNAVAH PRINCESS TIANA 14 months tri , compact bitch who is well made and uses 
her good angulation on the move . Scores with her excellent head with good eye and 
expression and clean in throat. Can firm up a little yet but she is young and  is  full of type. 
Won this close decision on front action today and made the final three in the challenge. 
2 DAVRICARD MARCIA openly marked tri and very houndy. I liked her leg length and 
balance and scored in firmness of topline. Plush head and soft.expression, excellent profile 
stride and good rear action. On the day just looked as though she was starting with a false 
pregnancy and she was a little sluggish in front . 
3 COACHBARN CRESTA 
YEARLING 
1 CH ANNAVAH BUTTERCUP 22 months lemon and white in immaculate condition and a 
comfortable winner of this class. Very pretty in head and expression and very well 
constructed resulting in good movement and excellent topline. I would prefer just a little more 
leg under her for perfect balance but she is a lovely bitch 
2 JALHAR NEW LEASE OF LIFE WITH HAGGATTY smart tri of 17 months. Feminine head 
but her expression is a little hard. free mover with good topline. Not the forehand assembly 
of the winner which shows on the move. 
3 BUTTEROW TOKEN 
 
NOVICE 
1 MOLESEND WISTFUL Beautiful pale lemon bitch who appealed greatly for type, leg 
length and balance and she moved with scope and carried an excellent topline. Typically soft 
in her head and expression. Just two years old and should have a good future and will not 
be in this class for long. She beat the  lovely minor puppy winner here on  maturity and finish 
2 FELINOAK KOKO LOKO 
3 COACHBARN CHIMER WITH KENTOAST 
 
GRADUATE 



1 MOLESEND CRUMBLE   tan/white bitch of 15 months lovely type and balance and scored 
slightly in expression to win this class. She is not yet fully mature in middlepiece but her 
construction and balance pleased me a lot. Excellent reach and drive and a firm topline 
2 MOLESEND WILL O WISP, I see she is litter sister to the previous class winner and very 
like her so she appealed greatly and pressed hard here. More finished in body than the 
winner Not quite as accurate coming towards me on the day but she is a lovely  
bitch and another who should do well. 
3 MICHELROY PZAZZ 
 
 
POST GRADUATE 
1 LINKENLEES LAURINA, 5-year-old tri bitch winning this class on shape and balance held 
on the move with correct topline. She is compact, well bodied and feminine with a good 
head. Her front action is a little wide from a shortage of upper arm but she appealed most in 
the class as a workmanlike  functional hound.. 
2 CANOWINDRA  KIARA, 2 year old tan and white who has a lot of  breed type in balance, 
outline and movement. I would prefer a more feminine head. Her length of stride and smooth 
action moved her up  to take this place here 
3 STORMPASTURE TRINKET 
 MID LIMIT.  A little disappointing 
1 SERENAKER AGATHA RAISIN 21 months scopey tr with clean outline which is held on 
the move where she moves better than I expected as her forehand assembly could be 
better. She is not yet fully finished in chest and rib and maturity will benefit her. I liked her 
head and expression. Had the quality to win this class 
2 DEACONFIELD LIVELY, smaller bitch carrying maximum body for her size. Her movement 
is her forte, striding out well and holding her topline. A smart little bitch, with sweet head. 
Rather wide in front. 
3 LINKENLEES LYRIC 
 
LIMIT... a good class 
1 GEMPENI CORNFLOWER  this openly marked tri took my eye immediately for her 
balance , shape and leg length and when she moved had great stride with accuracy at both 
ends. A very good head and expression. She has substance but retains femininity. Good tail 
set and its carriage  is very typical.. She pleased me enormously to win this class and made 
a good match for type with my CC winner and so won the reserve CC. I hope she will  have 
a very good  future. 
2  FALLOWFIELD ROYAL ROSIE,  beautifully headed lemon and white three year old, 
softest of expression from dark eyes....one of the most appealing heads of the day. She has 
a clean cut outline and looks quality all through and when she moves has a wonderful reach 
in front but could be stronger in feet.. Winner had the edge in rib and coat on the day 
3 STORMPASTURE ROCKETTE 
 
OPEN.. Best class of the day ...happy to award a CC to any of the line-up. 
1  FELINOAK MY DELILAH   drew my eye from the first circuit with her ground covering 
action and carriage. Top size for my taste but so well put together and just has quality all 
through. Balanced and scopey and in superb condition. Won this excellent class and the CC. 
I preferred her type     in the challenge for best of breed but she became very unsettled on 
the table for my co judge and the referee ... a great disappointment. For this reason, I agreed 
for the reserve CC winning male CH SERENAKER ARMANI   to be reserve Best in Show. I 
hope she will go on to gain her crown 
2 CH BAYARD GLORY BEE ,  beautiful lemon and white out of a smaller mould. Lovely 
shape, topline and angulation. Her movement at both ends is  foot perfect. Top quality. I just 
preferred the balance of the winner .  
3 Ch SERENAKER MAID IN AMERICA 
 



VETERAN 
1  SERENAKER FASHION 8 year old  lemon and white. Still beautiful, retaining her type and 
great movement. Melting expression and superb head.  
2 DETRICK FIREFLY OVER DIVINEBRAE 7-year-old   in excellent condition, lighter framed 
bitch with a clean outline which she holds on the move. Still very sound 
3 COACHBARN CARNAGE AT MACHAVOS 
 
VINTAGE all a great credit to the breed 
1 RUNDLE KOKANEE 13 years old and still sound and active and in hard condition. 
Dentition in excellent order in all the exhibits in this class. Pretty head, still strong in topline 
and motored round the ring 
2 RAIMEX ROWANBERRY..12 year old which ai liked enormously. She has a little more 
substance than the winner and a very sweet head. Again, very sound but not quite as firm in 
topline as the winner but so houndy and with a very appealing head and expression 
3 GEMPENI FLOWER GIRL 
 
Frank Kane 


